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The Importance of Uniformity
An appropriate use of the USB logo adds immeasurable value to the overall
image that we seek to convey. It is important to note that this logo is used by
our in-house staff as well as outside partners. It is employed on an infinite variety
of communication items. In order to present a strong, consistent and unified
image, the rules of use in this manual must be observed at all times. Also, the
logo must always be reproduced from digital files.

Elements of Our Brand Image
Characteristics of USB
Present in Western Canada
since 1818, Université de
Saint-Boniface is an open
and friendly institution that
is resolutely turned towards
the future. The institution’s
personalized approach,
ongoing pursuit of excellence
and modernity set it apart
from other such institutions.
It offers quality undergraduate
and selected graduate degree
programs, professional and
technical training that is
highly valued in today’s labour
market, as well as a wealth of
continuing education programs.
Université de Saint-Boniface
contributes fully to the vitality
of Manitoba francophonie

The name Université de Saint-Boniface reflects the prestigious status that our
institution acquired in June 2011. This new name conveys a message of pride that
extends far beyond the borders of our province. The presence of Saint-Boniface in
the name underlines the active participation of this educational institution in the
context of Manitoba francophonie since this institution’s beginnings in 1818.
The slogan combines both history and excellence. The expression éducation
supérieure evokes the idea of quality and, at the same time, refers collectively to the
university, continuing education and technical and professional programs.
The logo consists of three fundamental elements:
• Six interlaced lines grouped in pairs, representing open texts (self-development in
an inspiring academic environment); the great diversity of students attending USB
as well as the interchange of ideas; the joining of the Assiniboine and Red Rivers
at which location USB was established in 1818; the three main academic divisions
(university, continuing education and technical and professional programs).
• A half-cupola or dome which establishes a link between the future and tradition,
the dome evoking the ecclesiastical past of the institution; that emphasizes
the physical presence of USB in the heart of the Francophone community of
Saint-Boniface; and that includes – in its detailed graphics – human figures.
• The shape of a shield that encompasses the whole logo, evoking other official
and historical coats of arms of similar post-secondary institutions.

The colours that were chosen reinforce the cultural dimensions of USB. From a
geographic point of view, the colours represent brown fertile earth, green plains and
golden wheat fields under a vast blue sky. From a human perspective, the colours
refer to the Franco-Manitoban flag (red, green and yellow) to which have been added
new elements (shades of blue).
As a whole, all the elements of the brand image consolidate USB’s modernity.

wherein it has strong roots.
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Nomenclature
Listed below is the official nomenclature adopted by Université de Saint-Boniface:

In French
L’Université de Saint-Boniface
This expression must always appear first in a sentence.
Example: Le cours d’espagnol aura lieu à l’Université de Saint-Boniface.
L’USB
The initials must always be preceded by the definite article.
Examples: Elle fréquente l’USB. J’effectue mes études à l’USB. Ce sont des
étudiants de l’USB.
L’Université
L’Université can be used after l’Université de Saint-Boniface has been
employed once.
Example: Le site Web de l’Université a fait peau neuve.

In English
Université de Saint-Boniface
This expression must appear first in a sentence. The name of the university must
never be translated into English (or any other language). No article precedes the
name. Université de Saint-Boniface is treated as an actual proper name.
Example: I am a professor at Université de Saint-Boniface (and not “at the University
of St. Boniface”).
USB
Examples: I train at Sportex, USB’s sports facility. The USB campus is full of life.
I am a USB student.

Others
Saint-Boniface is always fully written out (except in Web and email addresses,
where ustboniface is used).

Technical and Professional Programs and the Continuing Education Division
The name Université de Saint-Boniface refers to the institution as a whole, it
includes technical and professional programs and the Continuing Education
Division. Therefore, the expressions “l’Université” (the university), “la communauté
universitaire” (the university community) and “l’année universitaire” (the academic
year) all refer to continuing education and technical and professional programs,
as well as university programs. Université de Saint-Boniface must always be
mentioned first when a public announcement is made.
Example: L’Université de Saint-Boniface vous invite à la 3e dictée annuelle. Cette
activité, organisée par le Service de perfectionnement linguistique de l’USB, aura
lieu le 6 mars 2013.
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Font
The font used is Gesta. This font is simple, non-cursive, easy to read and reproduce.
The Gesta font is divided into eight type families that may be used for titles and
subtitles in documents containing many words (for example this manual).

The Gesta type families are
registered trademarks of
MyFonts. They are part of
the MyFonts Library and

Gesta light
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta light italic
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta italic
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta medium
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta medium italic
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta bold
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

Gesta bold italic
ABCDEFGHI
abcdefghijkl1234

can be bought online at
www.myfonts.com.

If this font is not installed in your systems, it can be replaced by either
Helvetica or Arial.
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Use of the Logo
General Rules
USB’s logo may be used on an infinite variety of communication items, such as
outside signs, letterhead paper and business cards.
All versions of the logo are found in USB’s H: drive. Always use these official,
unaltered versions. In addition, be sure to observe the rules of use given in this
manual. Lastly, whether internal or external, your communication items and
documents must always bear the USB logo.

Positions
Vertical position, left alignment

Horizontal position

Centred position (pyramid)
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Logo Colours
The colours specified in this section are the official logo colours.

Four-Colour Version
It is recommended to use the full colour version whenever possible. When the
logo is printed in four colours, the CMYK coordinates must be used (the Pantone
equivalent [PMS Matching System] is in parentheses).

Light Blue

Brown

Green

(PMS 7459 CP) (PMS 7705 CP)

Medium Blue Dark Blue
(PMS 7693 CP)

(PMS 7559 CP)

(PMS 7746 CP) (PMS 117 CP)

Yellow

C: 72%

C: 100%

C: 100%

C: 14%

C: 17%

M: 9%

M: 13%

M: 57%

M: 39%

M: 0%

M: 27%

Y: 9%

Y: 5%

Y: 9%

Y: 95%

Y: 88%

Y: 100%

K: 13%

K: 41%

K: 47%

K: 46%

K: 39%

K: 12%

Brown

Green

Yellow

C: 6%

Web colours
For Web use, the RGB values are as follows:

Light Blue

Medium Blue Dark Blue

R: 11

R: 0

R: 0

R: 134

R: 146

R: 214

G: 158

G: 105

G: 62

G: 99

G: 153

G: 167

B: 193

B: 146

B: 106

B: 22

B: 44

B: 23

The hexadecimal (HTML) coordinates are:

Light Blue

Medium Blue Dark Blue

Brown

Green

Yellow

0b9ec1

006992

866316

92992c

d6a717

003e6a

Two-Colour Version
Depending on the communication item, you may also choose the two-colour
version. On a white background, the two-colour version to be used is the one
seen on the left. The two tones of blue for four colour printing are the following
(the Pantone equivalent [PMS Matching System] is in parentheses):

Light Blue

Dark Blue

(PMS 7459 CP) (PMS 7693 CP)
C: 72%

C: 100%

M: 9%

M: 57%

Y: 9%

Y: 9%

K: 13%

K: 47%
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Logo Colours - continued
Single Colour Versions
These versions are used for promotional items, black and white advertisements or
for internal documents such as forms.

Exceptions
For the creation of certain promotional items, it may be necessary to change the
logo colours. Before making these changes, please consult Communications.
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Background Colours
When the background is light, a multicoloured version of the logo must be used
(two or four colours). The white background within the shield shape of the logo
remains white.

Border
Caution: Never add a white line
around the logo to bring it out on

LOGO ON LIGHT BACKGROUND

When the logo is placed on a single colour background, choose a colour that brings
out the logo.

a busy background or on one that
provides poor contrast.

LOGO ON WELL-CONTRASTED BACKGROUND

If the background colour does not provide a suitable contrast with the logo colours,
use the reverse white version of the logo (REV).

LOGO ON POORLY-CONTRASTED BACKGROUND

If the background is black or dark-coloured, use the white version of the logo.

LOGO ON DARK-COLOURED BACKGROUND
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Black Background
In the case of a black and white document, the choice of the reverse white version
of the logo (REV) or the black logo depends on the intensity of the background. On a
background with a colour intensity between 10% and 30%, use the black version of
the logo. When the background has a colour intensity between 31% and 100%, use
the reverse white logo.
Please refer to the intensity diagram below.

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

INTENSITY DIAGRAM
WHEN THE COLOUR INTENSITY IS ABOVE 30%, THE WHITE LOGO MUST BE USED.

Position on an Image
The logo must be displayed in a
simple and, whenever possible,
unified environment. If the

Do not place the logo on a complex background like a busy image. If you must place
the logo on an image that already contains many elements, choose an area that has
less detail.

logo is placed in a busy area,
its clarity and legibility will
be affected.
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Rules of Use
Minimum Size
The words of the logo must be clearly legible. The minimum size of the entire
symbol is 20.5 mm in height and 38.2 mm in width, when it is used with the slogan.
When the slogan is not part of the visual identity, the minimum size of the entire
symbol is 10.88 mm in height and 21 mm in width. The entire logo must respect
these dimensions – no element of the logo can be separated, reduced or enlarged
individually. If the printer cannot guarantee this minimum size, use a larger logo.

10.88 MM
20.5 MM
21 MM
MINIMUM SIZE WITHOUT SLOGAN
38.2 MM
MINIMUM SIZE WITH SLOGAN

Safe Area
To maximize the logo’s visibility, it should always be surrounded by free space or a
“buffer zone” and, if possible, on a single colour background. The width of this space
must be equal to the height of the logo shield or to the height of the “X” shown in
the diagram.

SAFE AREA
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Different Possible Formats
EPS
All versions of the logo are on
USB’s H: drive.

• A high resolution graphic file (vector) used for offset printing and by
outside suppliers.
• Without a white background.
• Inappropriate for Microsoft software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.).

TIFF
• A high resolution file (photo) used for offset printing and by outside suppliers.
• Note: The EPS format should be the first choice, but some suppliers prefer the
TIFF format.
• With a white background.
• Inappropriate for Microsoft software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.).

JPG
• A high resolution file (photo) suitable for printing internal documents.
• Use in the same way as a photo file that is inserted in a document.
• With a white background.
• Appropriate for all Microsoft software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.).

JPG-Web
• A low resolution file (photo) used for Web applications.
• Not suitable for printing.
• With a white background.
• Appropriate for all Microsoft software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.).

PNG
• A low resolution file (photo).
• Appropriate for all Microsoft software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.) and
Web applications.
• Without a white background.

PDF
• A high resolution graphic file (vector) often used as a visual reference or to print
internal documents.
• Inappropriate for outside suppliers.
• Without a white background.
• Appropriate for all Microsoft software (Word, PowerPoint, etc.).
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Examples of Appropriate Use of the Logo
Here are examples of the use of the logo by Université de Saint-Boniface.

May 17, 2012
Guy Regnier
Deschenes Regnier
Unit 1A 89 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1K6
Dear Guy

Ugiam, conum do od duis do er suscidunt num illumsan ut inciliquis num vullamet nos niatummy nit accum
nonullam quipsum zzril ut utpat luptat wiscill aoreetue molorem diat wis ate magnim eugiam zzriure delisl
iurerit ad exer in ut aciduisi blaore dolent lorpero commy nim nos dolobore facing ex exerit, con vullan eui bla
commy nis dolenis cidunt alis eraesto odipit luptat alisi.
Te molore tat prat lum dolore dit in et, quat. Ut et ad do commy nummy niam enim ip ex erit ute
eumsandignis eum at at lan vulputat laorem il dolore ea accum zzriure facil dolortin hendip eriliquis eugait
lam, si bla feu faccum etum zzrit il eniam, conse tat. Olobore dolor iusci el exercipisl etue magnis nulput in
hent wisit, verilit wisit nulla alit ipit iniat, con vullaor sed molobore facidunt ipsuscipit volutpatum venim nim
alit autpatetue mod molum dolum zzrilisi bla commy nos nostisis nonsed et adigna core tem in ullandignim
ilit, con ut luptatum quis ex ex ea augait, vullut nostrud modiamet prat, quissed estrud ea ad te mincili
ssissim zzriliquisi bla at lore essequipit dunt volor si.
Sincerely,

Raymonde Gagné

200, avenue de la Cathédrale, Winnipeg (Manitoba) R2H 0H7, Canada • Téléphone : 204-233-0210 • Télécopieur : 204-237-3240 • ustboniface.ca

Faciliquat, commodolorer at, velit in veliqui ssectem illa corpero odo essim quat, seniat lam, velenim dolor si
tie core minit wismod mincidui tie deliquamet, secte do odolorem irilit iustionsenim volortisl ut illandre tet
ver acincinibh eumsandre molor in ea conullan veraesto conse dipsum del iustiniamcon vent ulla facipsusto
conse et alisl utat nonsectet ver sum incipit ver sit wiscili quatie facin utpat. Andionulput wis null.

LETTERHEAD

LOGO ON A JACKET

LOGO ON A PEN
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Use of the Logo on Business Cards
To order cards, please fill out the
form “Cartes de visite” which is
available on the H: drive.

The logo should always be placed in the upper right corner of the card. Refer to the
diagram below for the position of other information.

Modifiable Information
Only the following information may be changed: telephone number, toll-free
number, email address, name of the person, the person’s position and the name
of his or her unit.
Additional Web Site
The Web address ustboniface.ca is found in the right column, under the
logo and USB’s mailing address. If you would like to add a second URL address
(a personal site or your unit’s site), it should be placed under USB’s official
Internet address.
RIGHT COLUMN,
36 MM FROM RIGHT EDGE OF CARD

TOP MARGIN, 4.58 MM
SPACE RESERVED FOR LOGO
CONTACT INFORMATION AND MAILING
ADDRESS FOLLOW THE SAME BASELINE

MAINTAIN A MINIMUM
SPACE OF 4.58 MM

Tél. : 204-237-1818, poste 368
Tél. UM : 204-474-6176
Cell. : 204-555-5555
Sans frais : 1-888-233-5112
kbaranowski@ustboniface.ca

200, avenue de la Cathédrale
Winnipeg (Manitoba)
Canada R2H 0H7
ustboniface.ca

MAINTAIN A 5 MM SPACE

Krystyna Baranowski Ph. D.
Professeure agrégée

Éducation

BOTTOM MARGIN, 4.58 MM

LEFT MARGIN, 4.58 MM

RIGHT MARGIN, 4.58 MM

THE TEXT MUST BE ALIGNED
TO THE LEFT UNDER THE
BLUE BAND
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Business Cards - continued

Tél. : 204-237-1818, poste 285
Sans frais : 1-888-233-5112
mlacoste@ustboniface.ca

200, avenue de la Cathédrale
Winnipeg (Manitoba)
Canada R2H 0H7
ustboniface.ca

Monique LaCoste
Directrice par intérim

Bureau de développement

Tél. : 204-237-1818, poste 266
sbouthaim@ustboniface.ca

200, avenue de la Cathédrale
Winnipeg (Manitoba)
Canada R2H 0H7
ustboniface.ca

SaÏd Bouthaim
M. Sc. Administration des services de santé
Doctorant en évaluation en éducation • Instructional Designer and Adjunct Professor

Services des technologies d’apprentissage à distance • Faculté d’éducation

Signage
All signs, banners and posters bearing the USB logo must be legible and comply
with logo rules of use. All issues concerning positioning, distance (for a clear reading
and maximum legibility) and lighting must be carefully examined beforehand.
In order to ensure the integrity of the logo, all signage – banners, buildings,
etc. – must be preapproved (see contact information on the last page of
this manual).
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USB Units
List of units that can replace
USB’s slogan with their name:
• Bibliothèque Alfred-Monnin
• Bureau de la recherche
• Bureau de logement
• Bureau international
• Centre de ressources en français
juridique
• Division de l’éducation permanente
• École des sciences infirmières et
des études de la santé
• École technique et professionnelle
• Faculté d’éducation et des études
professionnelles
• Faculté des arts et Faculté des
sciences
• Service d’accessibilité aux études
• Service d’animation culturelle
• Service d’animation spirituelle
• Service de perfectionnement
linguistique
• Service des archives
• Service des installations
• Sportex
• Sports et activités récréatives
• Théâtre Chiens de soleil

USB is made up of many units – for example the Continuing Education Division,
École technique et professionnelle (ETP) and Sportex. In order to present a strong,
consistent and unified image, it is essential that all units adopt USB’s brand image.
As they deem appropriate, the units may use the logo version (available on the
H: drive) identifying their respective unit. The name of the unit is placed under
the name Université de Saint-Boniface, in place of the slogan, as shown below.
Only some units (see list on left-hand side) may use the logo version including
their name.

NAME OF UNIT
IN PLACE OF SLOGAN

New Logos Prohibited
For the sake of consistency and uniformity, units are not allowed to create or adopt
logos that differ from USB’s logo.

Sportex Logo
Considering the need to promote its installations and services to a broader public
than solely the USB community, Sportex has at its disposal its own logo, one which
clearly states its association with the university. The Sportex logo identifies it as
a fitness centre and helps avoid confusion with the university itself, which has an
academic mandate.

New Slogans Prohibited
Units are not allowed to create or adopt slogans that differ from USB’s slogan.

New Sites Prohibited
Units are not allowed to create parallel independent Internet sites. Please consult
Distance Learning Technology Services to add your information to the official
USB site.
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Use of the Logo Elements
USB’s dynamic and innovative logo includes different elements that may be used
separately in certain visual contexts to create unique shapes and objects. However,
when using specific parts of the logo (as shown below), these should not be altered
in any way. Also, the entire original logo must be displayed somewhere on the
promotional item. If you wish to use certain logo elements in isolation, please
contact the Development and Communications Office.

Examples of Incorrect Use
It is not permitted to separate, shift down, reduce, enlarge or rearrange the
logo elements.

It is always preferable to use the complete logo including the words Université
de Saint-Boniface. In the case of promotional items on which it is difficult to
display the entire logo, the shield icon may be used in isolation. Please contact
the Development and Communications Office concerning this issue.
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Examples of Incorrect Use – continued
Use of colours other than the official logo colours is not permitted.

Interchange of the colours of the logo elements, even if they are the official colours,
is not permitted.

Adding colours to the reverse white version of the logo is not permitted.

Modification of the black versions of the logo is not permitted.

Creating a border around the graphic elements or the words of the logo in order
to create contrast is not permitted. On a dark or poorly-contrasted background,
use the reverse white version.
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Coat of Arms
USB’s seal bears different symbols that reflect the history of our institution.
From time to time, this seal may be affixed on USB documents to underline their
importance. Only the president’s office may use this seal, for example, on special
invitations or commemorative documents. Diplomas and certificates from USB
are marked by this seal, as well.
The seal is never used on marketing or other documents of USB or its units,
or on letterhead paper. This type of use does not correspond to the values,
mission or goals of USB, and does not contribute to efficient communication
of our institutional identity.

IF
AC

VE

R

SI

N

UNI
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On rare occasions, it could be appropriate to use the seal as a graphic element
on documents highlighting the historic importance of USB. Please consult the
Development and Communications Office before using the USB seal.
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Special Groups at USB
Université de Saint-Boniface encourages the forming of various groups, clubs and
associations, as a way of supporting the development of its community in a variety
of spheres, whether academis, political, socio-cultural, athletic, spiritual, or other.
Using the USB logo or any other element of its visual identity indicates the authority
to speak on behalf of USB. It is therefore prohibited to use the University’s official
symbols without obtaining explicit permission to do so from the Communications
Office of USB.
Only those groups who have received official permission from USB may use the
name “Université de Saint-Boniface” or its acronym “USB” in their group’s name. This
permission may be revoked if the group engages in activities that could harm USB’s
reputation.
Groups that want to design their own visual identity (logo, symbols, etc.) must
ensure that their design in no way risks being mistaken for USB’s. Derivatives of the
official symbols of USB are therefore prohibited, because they may detract from the
visual identity of the University.
The University’s official sports teams are authorized to use the official USB logo adn
that of the sports club Les Rouges.

Les Rouges Sports Club
The Offiicial sports club of Université de Saint-Boniface is called Les Rouges.

Name
The official name adopted by Université de Saint-Boniface is as follows:

In French
For greater readability, the article les can be contracted to des.
Examples: Caisse Groupe Financier est le commanditaire officiel des Rouges de l’USB.
Le match des Rouges aura lieu à 20 h.
The article les takes a lower case letter when it occurs in the middle of a sentence.
Examples: CMU a affronté les Rouges hier soir. Nous nous rendrons au gymnase ouest
pour voir jouer les Rouges.

In English
The article les is always capitalized.
Examples: USB’s Les Rouges took first place in last week’s tournament. The fans are
cheering for Les Rouges.
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Les Rouges Sports Club – continued
Use of the Les Rouges logo
All versions of the Les Rouges logo are on the USB shared server, the H drive. It is
important to use these official versions at all times without alteration and to follow
the rules for use described in this document.
Main Logo (colour)

Main Logo (grey tone)

Secondary Logo (colour)

Secondary Logo (grey tone)
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Les Rouges Sports Club – continued
Les Rouges Logo Colours
The colours indicated in this section are the official colours for the Les Rouges logo.
Using other colours is prohibited.

Four-colour Version
Use of the colour version is recommended whenever this is possible. When the logo
is done in four-colour printing, the following CMYK coordinates should be used (PMS
Matching System follows in parentheses):

Red

Dark Red

Dark Blue

Light Blue

(PMS 711 CP)

(PMS 7427 CP)

(PMS 7693 CP)

(PMS 7459 CP)

C : 0%

C : 100%

C : 100%

C : 72%

M : 97%

M : 13%

M : 57%

M : 9%

Y : 75%

Y : 5%

Y : 9%

Y : 9%

K : 0%

K : 41%

K : 47%

K : 13%

Web Versions
For Web purposes, the RGB coordinates are as follows:

Red

Dark Red

Dark Blue

Light Blue

R : 227

R : 162

R:0

R : 11

G : 17

G:7

G : 62

G : 158

B : 55

B : 46

B : 106

B : 193

The equivalent HTML coordinates are as follows:

Red

Dark Red

Dark Blue

Light Blue

e31137

a1072d

003e6a

0b9ec1
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Canada Research Chairs
This section outlines the graphics standards that have been adopted so that
Research Chairs at Université de Saint-Boniface can clearly express their affiliation
while preserving their specificity.
Institutional Research Chairs, which are not official academic units of the University,
are authorized to use a promotional signature to publicize their programs and
services. This distinctive signature is similar for all Research Chairs affiliated with
USB, except for their particular name. USB Research Chairs have the right to use
the official USB signature, as long as they follow the graphics standards of the
University.
The entity’s name is written over two or three lines.

Chaire de recherche du Canada

de niveau 1 sur les migrations, les transferts
et les communautés francophones

Examples of correct use of the signature
Here are some examples of signature use for Canada Research Chairs.

TITLE PAGE
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Alumni Network
Since the Alumni Network is directly associated with USB, its logo must always be
accompanied by and appear within reasonable proximity to the USB logo.
The association between these two brands may vary depending on the marketing
tool and its objectives. On the website or in a document with multiple pages (such
as Sous la coupole), the logo does not necessarily need to be directly beside the
logo, since it is part of an institutional communication.
However, in an advertisement or on a poster, both logos must be included and be
immediately visible (see examples of usage on page 27).
With regard to hierarchy, the Alumni Network logo may be larger than the USB logo,
particularly if it is to promote an event for graduates. However, if communications
are institutional in nature, the USB logo should be given prominence and the Alumni
Network logo should play a secondary role.

Fonts
All Alumni Network communications must follow USB font guidelines.
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Logo Versions
There are three different versions of the logo. We recommend using the horizontal
version. If there is insufficient space for this version, either of the vertical versions
of the logo can be used.
Horizontal version

Vertical version, left-aligned

Vertical version, centred
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Colours
Each version of the logo can be used in full colour (CMYK), in black, in blue, or, on a
dark background, in white (white or CMYK options).
Because the logo is multicoloured, it must be placed on a uniform coloured
background (preferably a light colour) offering sufficient contrast. The same applies to
the single colour versions. See USB’s logo guidelines on pages 8 and 9 of this guide.

CMYK

BLACK

BLUE

WHITE

CMYK WITH WHITE TEXT
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Rules of Use
Minimum Size
To ensure proper visibility, the logo must never appear smaller than the dimensions
indicated below.

37.44 MM

10.62 MM
MINIMUM SIZE

Safe Area
To maximize the visibility of the logo, it must always be surrounded by clean space
or a “safe area” and if possible, appear on a solid colour background.

SAFE AREA
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Examples of Usage
When both logos are used together, it is recommended that the blue version of the
USB logo be used in order to give prominence to the Alumni Network brand.

When the Alumni Network logo accompanies the USB logo, the latter is to be
displayed more prominently.

Questions?
If you have any questions about logo use or would like to request a file, please
contact the Development and Communications Office.
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Exclusive Property
The graphic, typographical and naming elements described in this guide are the
exclusive property of USB. Any use of reproduction of this material, in whole or in
part, without prior written authorization, is prohibited by law. This document may
be modified without notice. Users of the logo are responsible for ensuring that
current rules are followed at all times.

Information
For further details about USB’s visual identity or to obtain prior authorization to use
the logo, please send an e-mail inquiry to Communications at
communications@ustboniface.ca.

Uniformity and consistency
are the keys to a powerful visual
identity. Every communications
tool, when properly produced,
contributes to building our
identity.

